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APPLICABLE SERVICES

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

Swivel castor elastic rubber Ø 200 mm - with ball bearing
and brake, 400 kg
SKU 48484

This swivel castor with brake is equipped with a ball bearing with a
diameter of 200 mm. The tread consists of unvulcanized black elastic
natural rubber and partly due to the low-noise running, this wheel meets
the highest ergonomic standards!

TECHNICAL DATA

Castors diameter mm 200

Material Rubber

Status New

Outside dimension lenght 200

Outside dimension width 50

Outside dimension height 238

Carry weight 400

Product new

Type Wheels

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

A strong transport wheel with brake that has a load capacity of 400 kg.
The wheel tread is made of vulcanised black elastic natural rubber and
the tread hardness is 65° - 75° Sh.A (COMFORT). The tread is very wear
resistant and the adhesion to the core is perfect. Because the tread is
very elastic, the rolling properties are excellent even under maximum
load. In addition, this wheel is streak-free! The wheel comes with
mounting plate with the dimensions 135 x 110 mm. The axle hole
diameter is 20 mm and the overall height of the castor wheel is 238 mm.
This wheel has a tread width of 50 mm and the center distance of the
mounting holes is 105 x 80/75 mm. The diameter of the mounting holes
is 11 mm and the dimension of the inner fork width is 63.5 mm. The
construction of the castor wheel has a central kingpin, making it very
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suitable for regular peak loads! The weight of the castor wheel is 3.40 kg.
In addition, this wheel can be mounted under every roll container and
dolly in our range. The material of the fork (type: MD50) consists of
galvanized steel and the temperature range is -20° C to + 70° C. This
wheel is very suitable for use on moderate to poor surfaces. Application
takes place under roll containers, industrial waste containers and other
means of transport that are frequently and long-term loaded. The wheel
is also specially designed and suitable for mounting ball bearings with an
extra splash-proof seal in order to additionally guarantee lifespan,
hygiene and maintenance-free use. Wheels are available in various
shapes and sizes for different applications, so read more about tips here
when purchasing!

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/swivel-castor-elastic-rubber-o-200-mm-with-ball-
bearing-and-brake-400-kg-48484
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